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The  Grandes Chroniques  de  France  once signed by Richard of Gloucester is only
one  volume," covering the period  1270  to 1380, of the immensely successful

. history of the kings of France from  their  Trojan ancestors to 1461. It was largely
written by the  monks  of the Abbey of Saint-Denis, just outside Paris.

Saint Denis  and his  Abbey
It is generally accepted that St. Denis was a bishop sent from  Rome  to Gaul _in the
third century. He became the first  bishop of Paris and was martyred in 251.
Around 475 St. Genevieve established a community and  church  at the resting-
place of his relics. By the time the Abbey is  first  mentioned in 625 St. Denis had
already become  the ‘special  patron’ of the Merow'ngian  kings, whose preferred
residence was  nearby Paris.1 In the  8305  the saint had his reputation artificially
magnified  throughout Christendom when he was  conflated  with the  supposed
author of the  extremely influential  Celestial  Hierarchy,  Dionysius the
Areopagite, Bishop of Athens. This conflation was achieved by Hilduin, Abbot
of Saint-Denis and one of the  Abbey’s  earliest historians.z

The  community that  took  his name prospered dramatically along mm the
reputation of St. Denis himself. It was its  relationship with the kings of France
that  made the Abbey the natural centre of French historiography. Successive
kings extended and confirmed an impressive list of privileges, possessions and
immunities. The reign of  Dagobert  I (628-38) was especially significant: he
endowed and rebuilt the church and legend declared  that  Christ himself
consecrated the new building, the wall which he touched being carefully
preserved in the twelfth-century rebuilding of Abbot Suger. Most important of
all, Dagobert chose to be buried there and by the thirteenth century it had
become customary for French kings to be buried in the Abbey.’

As the royal  necropolis, the Abbey naturally attracted gifts of precious relics
that  would  augment  the holiness of the kings’ final  resting-place:  those  of the
Holy Passion  —  the Holy Nail and the Crown of  Thorns  —  were reputedly given
by Charles the  Bald, and  Louis  IX added the bones of Saints Ru_sticus and
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Eleutljerius, companions  of  St.‘ Denis.“ It  sjmilarly became the repository of the
royal  msignia, although the actual coronations of the kings took  place  at Reims.
Personal crowns were deposited there, and the banner of St.  Denis  was  kept  there
from at least the twelfth century, when it was identified as the  Oriflamme  of
Charlemagne or  Montjoie.  The crown, sceptre, hand of  JuStC  sword, mantle,
shoes and other  rcgalia  were all at Saint-Denis by the reign of St. Louis..It was
equally natural for the Abbey to agquire an extensive archive and library, not
only to  document  its own  possessions  and privileges conferred by successive
monarchs, but also to document the  same  kings whom it  helped  to crown and
whom it buried.

Although despoile_d by the Normans and later by the counts of Paris the
Abbey managed to maintain its scriptoria and  replenish  its library and from at
least  the ninth century it was producing works related to the history of its  saints
and its own concerns. Abbot Hilduin was commissioned by the Emperor Louis
the  Pious  to write a book on St. Denis u_sing all the available  sources, including
Denys the Areopagjte’ s work newly arrived' 1n the West from Byzantium, and
Hincmar wrote his imaginative  Gesta  Dagoberti Regis.  5

The  Tradition  of  Royal Historiography at  Saint-Denis
It was to the advantage of  both  the Abbey and the monarchy- to  emphasise  the
protective role of St. Denis towards the kings of France and this  became one of
the main  themes  of the  monks’[s] historical work.  6  It has been claimed  that  the
Abbey produced its first royal chronicle m 727, 7  but its main series of royal
histories began with the  Gesta  Gentis Francorum  written probably 1114- 31.  This
was a universal chronicle beginning with the birth of Christ and then
concentrating on the  history of France  from  1ts mythical  Trojar; foundation 11p to
1108. '  This  chronicle and its numerous successors, all 1n Latin, were to be the
sources for the vernacular  Grandes Chroniques  to which the  monks turned  their
hands  1n the thirteenth century. -

The abbacy of Suger  (1122- 51) saw the establishment of the Abbey as a
centre  of hlstonography Suger  was  a  boyhood friend and counsellor of  Louis  VI,
the Fat, and he was able to use this connection to the full advantage of his house.
Probably the  most  significant gift from the King was  that  of the royal fair of
Lendit m 1124. It was held nearby on the route from Paris and competed with the
Abbey’s own fair —  both were  associated with displays of relics and drew vast-
crowds of pilgrims and traders.  9 The resulting combined  fair of  Lendit  achieved
something of an international standing .

In the 1140s Suger was able to rebuild his Abbey. Most important, for the
present  story, he  composed  a biography of his royal friend, the  Vita Ludovici
Grossi,  which provided the historians of the Abbey with a new model for their
work. He was a wholehearted supporter of the  Capetian kings’ ambition to
recover the realm and influence of their ancestors, in pagticular the Emperor
Charlemagne. He  presented Louis  VI as an ideal king conscious  of contmumg the
work of previous kings and of  both  his temporal and  spiritual  duties as monarch.
Under the  influence  of  this text  the ‘chronicles. of Saint-Denis henceforth are
king-centred histories rather than royal biographies’. ‘°

Latin histories continued to be produced at Saint-Denis  throughout  the
middle  ages, some  excellent, some mere  compilations. Several  were  important
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sources for the vernacular  Grandes  Chroniques,  but use was also made of  other
chronicles produced elsewhere such as the continuation by Guillaume  1c  Breton,
a  doctor  of  Paris  University, of the  Gesta Philippi  Augusti (Deeds  of Philip
Augustus) by Rigord, monk  of Saint-Denis. Rigord was probably the first monk-
historian  to write in the belief  that  his Abbey had been allotted the  task  of
compiling an official history intended for deposit in the  Abbey’s  archives.“
Around 1250 an unknown monk gathered  into  one  great  compendium all the
Abbey’s Latin  texts  on the history of France up to the reign of Philip Augustus.
This  was to be the basic  ‘authority’ for the vernacular — and therefore less
authoritative  —  Grandes Chroniques.  It is possible the compendium was made
with  this  very purpose  in mind.'2

The inspiration behind the composition of the vernacular  Grandes
Chroniques  is not  known  precisely.  There  was a great demand for vernacular
history in the mid-thirteenth century, and an increasing distrust of history when it
was presented in the previously preferred  form  of  verse." Louis IX was on the
throne  and was  supremely conscious of his  spiritual  and tutorial mission as  king,
and it is almost certain that it was he who initiated this work at the Abbey, where
he  also reorganised  the royal tombs, brought  together  the royal insignia and
augmented  the relics. The  composer  and translator of what was to be the first
reccnsion or  instalment  of the  Grandes Chroniques  was Primat, probably a
layman  who had  become  a  monk  in later life. Primat recorded in his  prologue  that
the work was undertaken  ‘par  le  commandement  de tel  home  que il nc  pout  ne dut
refuser’ — in  other  words the King? If so, St.  Louis  did not live to see the work
completed. In  1274  it was  presented  to his  son, Philip III.  Primat’s  text  ended with
the reign of Philip Augustus (died  1223); ‘4 manuscripts of his  text  were produced
in many rcdactions  and it was given several continuations in the years that
followed.ls

It was Guillaume de Nangis (died 1300), the  keeper  of the  Abbey’s  charters
and the last  major  figure to contribute to the  text  of the  Grandes Chroniques
before the end of the  fourteenth  century, who continued the great Latin
compendium  of  ‘authorities’ with lives of Louis IX and Philip III.  He  also
composed a universal  Chronicon  which went  into  the reign of Philip IV (1285-
1314), a  King Nangis probably knew personally. The compilers of the  Grandes
Chroniques  used  long tracts  translated from or based on  Nangis’ work, but it is
not  certain  how far he was involved in this work of translation himself.“

The‘re  were no  other  major figures  among the compilers  until  the  reign  of
Charles V. The  monks  meanwhile relied on a variety of continuations of
chronicles  compiled  at Saint-Denis and elsewhere, and  made good  use of the
Abbey’s  extensive  original records; they no longer had  neat  regnal histories to
rely on and after Nangis they may have lacked any firm director of their work.
They were writing as official  chroniclers, whether actually commissioned or  not,
and  were producing a  double  series of annals in French and Latin. It was in this
period, circa  1300-1340, that their work  reached  its highest level of achievement
and value as an historical account and not merely because so much original
documentation was to be  lost  in the long war between France and England.  They
increasingly learnt how to modify, systematise and select and the result was more
an original work and less a jabbing translation." The Anglo-French war
eventually took  its toll of this peaceful, monastic activity: the  monks  produced an
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original French  text  for 1340-50 but did not apparently make  a Latin one, and in
1350, at the  death  of Philip VI, they broke off their work." The  subsequent  reign
of  John  II (1350-64) was to see the humiliation of France, the battle of Poitiers
and the  capture  and then  imprisonment  of the King, so it was  hardly surprising
that the  monks  were no  longer  in control of writing a  king-centred  chronicle.

.From  1350 a new dimension was added to the  Grandes Chroniques.  The
work was made  more  obviously a vehicle of royal propaganda and not  just  a
panegyric of kings. What has been called the second recension was made to meet
the new and urgent political needs of the new King, Charles  V  (1364-80). It is
thought that  he commissioned his friend and chancellor, Pierre  d’Orgemont; not
only to revise and check the teXt of the  Grandes  Chroniques  but also to compile a
history of his  father’s  reign and-his  own." This  work, far  more  than that of the
monks, whom the King perhaps did not  feel  were equal to  this  important and
delicate  task, was an official work of  historiography, carefully presented in  such  a
way as to minimise the defeats and John’s failures, restore- the prestige_ of the
monarchy m  the  perSon  of Charles  V  and defend the house of Valois against the
claims of- the kings of England. The revi_sion and the oldest, best  and probably
original  teXt  of the new continuation are in Charles  V_’s own two-volume copy of

-  the  Grandes  Chroniques.  This  Is a key manuscript  in the development of the
chronicles, it bears his autograph ex  libris  and has never left France.

It 1s only one of over a thousand  books that  this bibliophile King owned, but
proves  how aWare he was of. the  propagandist  possibilities of the written word
arid the carefully edited illustration. 2° If it is  true that  the  Grandes Qhroniques
reached  only a limited public  befqre  they were abridged and printed 1n the  late
fifteenth ceptury, and that only princ_es and  high officials  could  afford the  large
and expensive copies which survive, 2' it must have been  these  readers  that  Charles
V  had 1n mind when he had the Saint-Denis  text  altered and illustrated with
additional sccnés. 2’ r

The longest clearly propagandist  section  occurs in the new history of the
reign of Charles V. himself. the detailed and elaborately illustrated account of. the
visit of the King’ 5 uncle, the Emperor_ Charles IV, to Paris 1n January 1378. 23.
Though  the political effect of the visit Was  slight, it gave ample scope for a
celébration of royal  prestige.  The high  opinion  the King held of his own position
showed m the careful ceremonial of the twenty-day. visit itself and 1n its detailed
description with seventeen illustrations. The account was not only originally a
separate booklet probably made elsewhere and later  bound  1n with the chronicle,
it amounted to a treatise on e_tiquette in its oWn right and has  somqtimes  been
copied  as such. 2" As an addition to a  Grandes Chroniques  text  it occurs in its
entirety only 1n Charles V’s own manuscript. ’5 Codicological and other evidence

'  suggests that the account of the visit and the other editorial changes 1n Charles
V’s copy were all made at the  same  time.

'As .the copy of the  Grandes  Chroniques  owned by Richard of Gloucester
ended with events of 1380 the fifteenth-century continuations hardly concern us.  -
The  monks  of Saint-Denis  took  up their task again for the reigns of Charles VI
(1380-1422) and Charles VII  (1422-1461).  Michel Pintoin, precentor of the
Abbey 1400-20, made  a new Latin  text  of the whole tradition, known as the
Chronique  d’ un  Religieux  de  Saint-Denis, wrote a history of Charles VI up to  1420
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and a (lost) account of the  Valois  kings from 1328 to  1380.  He was a historian of
ability and made full use of documents in the royal chancery.’-6 Jean Chartiet,
another  monk, was  appointed  as his successor and wrote the history of Charles
VII’s  reign to 1450.27

The  Grandes Chroniques  were printed on 16 January 1476/7  by Pasquier
Bonhomme at Paris, in three volumes. The  text  ended in the year  1461:  it used the
work of Pierre  d’Orgemont  with a continuation based on the  texts  of Pintoin (in
the abridgment by Jean Juvenal des  Ursins), of Jean Chartiet and the Herald
Berry. With the printed edition the main development of the  Grandes Chroniques
is generally considered to have  come  to an end, but continuations were added
into the seventeenth century, although not at the Abbey of Saint-Denis.” It
became widely known by being used  as the basis of other works, such  as the
attempt at a humanist French history by Robert Gaguin (died 1501), known as
the  Compendium  super  Francorum  Gestis.” .

Richard  of  Gloucester’s  Grandes Chroniques
The  volume  once owned by Richard  Gloucestre  and signed by him is a luxurious
manuscript that would have contained  more  than 250 large and small miniatures
if they had all been painted. It is now British Library Ms.  Royal  20 C vii. Its text is
generally identical to that of other copies made 1380-1400.30 The usual abridged
version of the visit of the  Emperor  to the King of France’1 is  made unusual  by a
special series of nine pictures. Similar series of illustrations  occur  in only two
other copies of the 160 known copies of the  Grandes Chroniques,  one being that
made for Charles  V  and another probably made  for Charles VII.32 The  scale,
richness and the rare scheme of illustration of Richard’s manuscript  suggest that
this, too, was produced for a  royal  patron.

Royal 20  C  vii is an impressive  book, overall size 290 by 400 mm, size  of  text
177 by 256  m.; it is now in an eighteenth century binding. It is written in  a  late
fourteenth century hand, in two  columns, forty-two lines to  a  page. In the
finished quires few double spreads are without  illustration  and  most  of  this  is
competent  artistically, colourful and attractive. The miniatures have been
frequently reproduced in modern  studies  on the French wars and may have left
readers with the impression  that  all of them depict war and carnage, but in fact
about half show peaceful, non-violent  events.  They are  also  a valuable and
interesting sequence  of illustrations of early fifteenth-century dress.

The volume begins at the accession of Philip III, son of St.  Louis, in  1270,
describing the arrival of  Louis’ brother, Charles of Anjou, King of  Sicily, at his
brother’s  deathbed. On folio 106b, halfway down the second  column, the first
part  ends with the  death  of  Philip VI. The  colophon  here reads:

Cy fenissent les croniques du roy philippe de  valoys.  Et apres sensuit le
couronnement du roy jehan  filz du roy philippe.  C.B.

It is not known who C.B. was. The  next  folio is blank on  both  sides and
unnumbered. On folio 107 the  text  continues in slightly darker ink and  perhaps  a
different hand, with a brief mention of the coronation of John II in 1350. The
book  ends with the unsuccessful siege of Nantes by the English, in  1380, and their
retreat  taking ‘grant  foison de  malades’ with them.
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Fig‘ 1. BL, Royal Ms 20  C  Vii. f. I. The  death  of St.  Louis.
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Fig.2. BL, Harley Ms 1319.11 53v. Henry of Bolingbrokc ’eadsRichard [1 into
London.  where they are met by [hs Citizens.
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Fig. 3. BL, Royal Ms 20  C  vii. t'. 10. Marriage of Philip 1]] and Margaret of
Brabant.
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Fig. 4. BL. Royal Ms 20  C  vii. f.  I85v.  The  Duchess  ot‘Burgundy and her ladies
riding into  Paris.
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Fig. 6. BL.,R0y211Ms 20 C vii. f. 26v. The burning ofthe Count of  Auxerre.



 
Fig. 7. BL. Royal M5 20  C  vii. f. X. The  coronation  of Philip III.



 

The signature of Richard. Duke of Gloucester, as it appears in British Library
Ms. Royal 20 C vii, f.134. (Not actual size.)

Richard’s signature occurs about halfway through the book, on folio 134, in
a convenient space in the text  —  there is no apparent reason for his choice of page
or space, any more than in his other books.

The volume bears no other marks of ownership than this signature and its
history is entirely hypothetical, but there are some features that need discussion.
It has, for instance, been suggested that the manuscript was produced as a
companion volume to the copy of the  Grandes Chroniques,  ending with the death
of St. Louis in 1270 and made in France around 1350, owned by Humphrey of
Gloucester, the book collector.33 This theory is based on the evidence of a later list
of contents inserted in Humphrey’s volume which indicates that it once had a
companion volume which covered 1270 to 1380, exactly the span of Richard’s.
This is only circumstantial evidence, however, there is no firm indication in either
book that they were ever a pair.34

Apart from the special series of ‘royal’ pictures mentioned above, the
illumination of Richard’s copy has two other remarkable features. The
illustration of the first gathering was done by two artists who did not work on the
rest of the book. They differ greatly from each other in competence, and both
differ from the other artists in the heraldry they used: they both give the royal
arms as ‘ancient’, while the rest of the illustrations consistently have “France
modern’.” The detailed analysis of the illumination (see below) appears to
contradict any idea that the painters who used the old royal arms actually worked
at an earlier date, so they were, in fact, showing historical and heraldic
knowledge. Throughout the manuscript the illuminators displayed interest in the
royal arms and relative indifference to other heraldry, as is usual in copies of the
Grandes Chroniques.  What appears to be unusual is that wherever they could, the
illuminators were accurate on the arms of the dukes of Anjou.36 Though the
predominance of the dukes and their arms in these illustrations is entirely
consistent with their role in the relevant passages of the chronicle, it can perhaps
be taken to point to an Anjou ownership of the manuscript.

As for the later history of Richard of Gloucester’s book, there are several
routes by which French books crossed the sea to England in the fifteenth century
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and all we can do is consider  these  routes and compare the histories of other
Grandes Chroniques  that  turned up in England.37 There is no evidence about the
particular fate of the library of the dukes of  Anjou, but it is known  that  the royal
library suffered greatly during the reign of  Charles  VI and the English
occupation.” The King’s  uncles, the Dukes of Anjou, Berry and Burgundy,”
carried out un  vrai  pillage.“o Books  vanished as prestigious gifts to princes,
prelates and courtisans, and  when  Charles VI died in  1422  the dismemberment of
the entire library at the Louvre followed. In  1424, at the orders of the Regent of
France, the  Duke  of Bedford, an inventory of the remaining items  was  made  with
a view to his  buying them  en  bloc.  In  1429, when the situation in Paris became
dangerous, the Regent had the  books  removed, either to Normandy or to
England.  They had various fates: some he gave away,“1 some  may have been
meant for the university he was planning to found at Caen,42 many he  must  have
kept  until his death in 1435 when  most  of his books passed to Cardinal
Beaufort.“3

The  book  may have  come  into Richard of Gloucester’s possession via any of
these predators of the French  royal  library, but it could have had a totally
different origin and fate, as there was a continual  exchange  of books between
England and France. S_craps of ev1denoe about their perambu1_ations are found 1n
thé books themselves 1n the shape of signatures and annotations. To give  a  few
examples:  apart from  Humphrey of Glou'c'ester’s  Grandes  Chroniques  which
came to him via the Chandos family,“ there is a volume of the same  text  said to
have been made for the  Duke  of Berry and which later belonged to Sir  Thomas
Wriothesley, Garter  King of Arms. ‘5 French prisoners such as the  Duke  of
Orleans and his  brother  John, Count of Angouléme brought books with  them  to
Englan_d. 4‘ Members of  French, English and Burgundian embassies acquired
books 1n the lands  they visited. French  aristocrats, like  Jacquetta of Luxemburg,
married to the  Duke  of  Bedford  and then to Richard Woodville, had French
manuscripts and passed them to their children. ‘7

' Despite the richness of its illumination, which at first glance makes  this
manuscript unique  among Richard’s  known  books, it is a volume compatible
with the idea that he chose his  books  for their contents. It 15 unlikely that anyone
with only an eye for a lavish, pretty manuscript  would  have  acquired one  that  had
a  substantial number of blank frames for picturqs and had its fine illumination
niarred. by an embarrassingly bad sequence of miniatures at the beginning. The
fact that Richard signed it sugggsts at least he had  some interest in it. The period
his  volume  covered  included  the Worst reverses of the French at the hands of the
English and the final withdrawal of the English at the end of Edward III’s reign:
all the English victories had  come  to nothing. Richard would have been very
much aware that the  conquests  of Hehry V  had  also been  followed by an English
withdrawal. Did he read the  volume  before he  went  to France 111 _147_5_ 1n the  hope
of understanding what had  gone  wrong the fir_st time? Or did he  acquire  the book
in France 1n that year while the third major invasion of France by the English
petered out? .

French  versus  English Historiography: ‘The English  kill  their kings’
The French  kings’ views of their position and history _du_ring the lifetime of
Richard of Gloucester was summed up in a tripartite painting by an unknown
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artist. Its central scene shows the  Crucifixion; to the right of Christ on the cross
are St. John the  Baptist  and Charles  VII, the latter depicted as his ancestor St.
Louis, in the full regalia of the blue mantle powdered with fleur-de-lis, crown and
sceptre; on the left of  Christ  stand St. Denis in  episcopal  robes, and  Charles VII’s
other. internationally renowned ancestor, the  emperor  and warrior,
Charlemagne.“ It was the  monks  of Saint-Denis and their chronicles who had
contributed extensively to fashioning these  Images of  ‘une  religion royale’ in
response to the promptings of the kings of France. ‘9

The English kings never consistently promoted a cult of themselves m the
middle ages. Neither St. Edward the Confessor nor St. George ever held  a
position  analogous to that of St. Denis in France.‘0 Nor did the English kings
successfully maintain a royal  abbey and necropolis, although Henry III, who had
been shown the glories of Saint-Denis by his brother-in-law, St. Louis set out to
make Westminster the burial place of himself and succeeding kings and rebuilt it
extensively. He gave it an annual fair in  imitation  of the fair of Lendit which was
so profitable to  Saint-Denis  and promulgated the  cult  of St. Edward the
Confessor, giving him  a  gold shrine; semi-official chronicles at Westminster  also
date from the  same  period. In the fifteenth century, however, Westminster was
ignored as the royal necropolis  except  for Henry V  and Henry VII.

We cannot know whether kings like Edward IV and Richard III would have
secretly liked to have had the  status  and sanctity of the French  kings, or whether
they preferred the more limited and practical English pretensions to sanctity:
touching for the  King’s  Evil and blessing the cramp rings at Easter. The contrast
between the ways in which the English and French viewed their kings had a lot to
do with the particular propaganda  needs  of the French monarchs. They needed
their  sacred Image to help them face the English threats to their legitimacy and
also against their own over-mighty subjects:  their  monks and civil servants
supplied it. 5‘

The French became  adept  at revering their  ‘most  Christian’ kings and
developed a matching contempt for the ‘habits’ of disrespect and regicide of their
English enemies. The French Chancellor’s  public  criticism of Richard  III’s
accession and displacement of Edward  V  in the  1484 Estates  General included  a
reference  to the twenty-six changes of dynasty England had endured. Guillaume
de Rochefort was repeating the well-wom  theme that  the English had vicious
characters and customs as proved by their regularly killing their kings. ’2 The
French propagandists asserted that their own kings enjoyed undoubted
legitimacy of descent and the respect of their subjects (the three breaks 1n the
dynastic thread since the mid-fifth century being assiduously explained
away).53

A  robust English point of view can be found in the work of Sir John
Fortescue who  pointed  out the evils of  unlimited  royal government in France and
how it had impoverished and crushed the  kings’ subjects. The English were, in
contrast, well fed and had lively, free spirits, as witnessed by the high level of
violent crime in England. Fortescue would not have  endorsed  king-killing but he
certainly thought  the English  methods  of controlling their ki_ngs vw'th a mixed
form of government — in which judges like himself played an important part —
was infinitely preferable to the untrammelled power of the French kings. 5"
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The  Grandes Chroniques  and  England
There has  been  no precise counterpart of the  Grandes  Chroniques  in English
historiography.” The chronicles of the Abbey of St. Albans almost had the  scope
and longevity of  those  of Saint-Denis but they were not an organised  system  of
chronicles, they never received any sort of official blessing and they certainly did
not consistently hero-worship the kings of England.“ If any abbey had a special
relationship with the king it was Westminster, but its few= semi-official chronicles
never matched those of St. Albans in  scope, let alone those of Saint-Denis." It
was not until the London lawyer, Edward  Hall, wrote his The  Union  of the  Noble
and  Illustrious  Families  of Lancaster  and  York  that an English history (from
Henry IV) was attempted with the unifying theme of king-worship: Hall wrote in
support of the well-ordered  state  and his hero-king was Henry VIII.”

The nearest English counterpart of the  Grandes  Chroniques  was the  Brut
chronicle.” Both  started with the mythical  Trojan  foundations of their respective
kingdoms  and then proceeded, by the means of many continuations by many
compilers, to their own time, using kings’ reigns as their basic structure. The  Brut
had a distinctly chivalric and patriotic tone,6° although it  adopted  no particularly
royalist stance. The earliest  Brut  is the earliest  extant  work in Anglo-Norman
prose.“ Like the  Grandes  Chroniques  it was originally for a literate  public  of  some
social standing that wanted a history of its own  country in the vernacular and not
in the more old-fashioned, less authoritative form of verse. It appeared at
approximately the  same time  as the  Grandes  Chroniques.  It was put into English
1350-80.‘2 The  numerous, disorderly continuations, none of which had the
advantages of the  cosseted  environment of Saint-Denis or the encouragement of
kings, are a tribute to its popularity. The  Brut  probably reached far lower down
the social scale and may have been read far more widely than the  Grandes
Chroniques, at least until the latter were printed. The  Brut  reached many through
the  medium  of the London chronicles so often copied and continued by ordinary
citizens and it had the great advantage of being containable in one volume.“3

The  Grandes Chroniques  and the  Brut  were the first national histories to be
printed in their countries. In  1480  Caxton issued a version of the  Brut  as The
Chronicles  of England, with  a  continuation to  1461  —  probably composed by
himself  —  only three years after the  appearance  of the  Grandes  Chroniques  de
France  in  three  volumes and in a  text  also  ending in  1461. Caxton used  the French
chronicEs  for  some  events of the reign of John II, perhaps  from this very printed
edition.

The English knew of the  Grandes  Chroniques.  Expensive manuscripts were
owned by such  as Humphrey, Duke  of Gloucester, and Richard, Duke of
Gloucester, and sumptuous  copies  made for  French  royal  dukes  could descend to
the ownership of Henry VII’s  last Garter King of Arms.. A  less  lavish copy owned
by the City of London was one of the  sources  behind Alderman Robert Fabian’s
New  Chronicles  of England  and  France  and the more detailed  so-called  Great
Chronicle.65 London had  a strong tradition of producing its own chronicles and in
the fifteenth century the London and  Brut  Chronicles became  closely
interrelated.“ Fabian’s spirit of emulation was undoubtedly spurred by the
examples of the  Brut  and London  Chronicles, which he aimed to  surpass, and
also  by the far larger  Grandes  Chroniques.‘ The sixteenth-century London-based
works of  Hall, Holinshed and others were  equally indebted to their precursors.“
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It was perhaps London’s consciousness of its role in the production of
histories that led it to appoint an official historian:  Thomas  Middleton was made
Chronologer in  1620  ‘to collect and set down all memorable  acts of  this  City and
occurrences thereof.“ No English king imitated the French kings by appointing
a royal historiographer ~till 1661.“ Both  these  attempts  by the English to
encourage  the compilation of official histories proved to be failures compared to
'the  triumphs  of Saint-Denis. -

The  Illumination  of  Roya120 C vii: Stylistic  and  Codicological Analysis.
By Lynda Dennison.
The pre-eminence of Paris as a centre of manuscript production was  initially
founded on the patronage of members of the University. However, the
fourteenth century saw the development of significant lay aristocratic patronage,
with books of hours, chronicles and romances being especially favoured for
extensive illustration. Much of the upsurge in activity in the second half of the
century was due to two outstanding bibliophiles, Charles  V  and his brother John,
Duke of  Berry.  The  Valois  dukes of  Burgundy, Orleans and Anjou also built up
substantial libraries, and they were emulated on a lesser_ scale by courtiers. The
market was sufficient to support some two dozen distinct workshops in Paris in
the years  around  1400. Within workshops it is often difficult to distinguish the
master from his  assistants, a  notorious  case being the  Boucicaut  Master. Further
complications are caused by the common practice of casual collaboration on
large  projects.  The Virgil Master atelier, which was responsible for Royal 20  C
vii, collaborated  circa  1405 with two other workshops in order to  produce  the
manuscript Paris, Bibliothéque  de  l’Arscnal  5057-58. Later on it worked on
occasion with the  Medallion  Master and the Boucicaut and Egerton  workshops.
Meiss  notes that at periods of high activity there  must  often have been a shortage
of well-trained illuminators in  Paris.  This is  borne  out by cases in which  inept
artists  were involved in the production of high quality manuscripts. For  a  Trésor
des  histoires  which required 224  miniatures, the Boucicaut Master had to rely on
three  incompetent associates. Royal 20 C vii provides another  example  of this
process. In an  attempt  to complete the planned  programme  of 266 miniatures an
artist virtually devoid of talent (Artist E) was briefly engaged. Even so, the book
remained  unfinished, with 57 blank  spaces  and several miniatures only partially
complet .7°

Formally Royal 20  C  vii belongs to  a  standard Parisian  type, with
illustrations  taking the form of simply framed  rectangles extending across one or
two  columns  of  text, depending on the importance of the subject. The ivy-leaf
decoration of  the, initials and borders is ubiquitous in Parisian illumination of  this
period. Reliance on such a standardized layout has the effect of focusing the
attention on the narrative  content  of the miniatures. It also strengthens the
homogeneity of the  project, helping to blur stylistic differences  between  artists.
All  these  factors make the art-historical analysis of  Royal  20  C  vii particularly
difficult, but the effort is rewarded by a clearer view of Parisian workshop
practice.

Five closely related illuminators can be identified, and  there  is a  sixth, alien
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hand, in  this  216 folio  volume, which was unfinished  at  the time of binding." The
first hand (Artist A), illuminated both the recto and'verso of the opening folio,
while  a  second illuminator. (Artist E),- who stands apart from the others, was
responsible  for the remaining miniatures in the first gathering."2 The work of a
third hand (Artist B), whose style dominates the chronicle, is evident from folio
10 at the first miniature in the second gathering; but  attribution  to this hand of all
the miniatures in this  style  is put in question by certain minor, but nevertheless
discernible, technical and stylistic variants which  suggest  the presence of two
close imitators (Artists B2 and C), and another follower. (Artist D). The latter
hand is easier to distinguish; for instance,'there'seems to be  a  definite change of
hand, observable in the miniature on  f  .26v  (although  he  appears’ to have worked
from £25 at the beginning of the fourth gathering). where the faces are fully
visible in the' miniature, showing a  coarser hahdling of the  flesh  and, to  a degree,
the draperies (fig. 6). This illuminate: specialises in faces with squarer jaws, less
well-proportioned  figures  and  flatter  compositions than those by Artists  B1, B2
and  C  — clearly the main illuminators (figs. 3, 4, 5). The les_s refined technique,
associated with Artist D, dominates gatherings  four  and five, and is evident again
in the seventh quire,'”-and _to an  extent  in the eighth.  Owing to their closely
imitative nature the other two hands (Artists B2 and C) are more difficult to
distinguish. However, When  considering the twenty-third gathering (ff. l79-186v)
in relation to the second (ff.9-16v) and the eighth (ff.57-64v), where the division
of hands is less clear-cut, it evéntually becomes apparerit that there are two
further  hands. Although the artist who  executed  the miniatures'in the twenty-
third quire (fig.'4) is exceedingly close  in all  aspects of style to-Artist B] on £10
(fig. 3), the slightly more \n'gorously modelled faces, a subtle deterioration in
draughtsmanship and  a  marginally more intensive  palette  indicate that  a  minor
distinction should be made between these two intimately related hands.  This
being the  case, Artist Bl of f. 10 should similarly be distinguished from the hand
of ff.10v-16v (Artist C). Artist C’s draughtstnanship is bolder (fig; 5), his
compositions tend to be  more spacious, the figures  more  monumental, the faces
whiter, with a tendency towards elongatixig, rounding and  taming up the end of
the nose — to the point of caricature, they thus being less  individualised than
Artist Bl ’s types -— and the  pigments  are, in general, slightly paler in  hue,
encompassing mauve, pea-green, scarlet and blue." Like Artists BI and B2,
whose style will be‘described in greater detail below,‘ he‘uses  contemporary
costume  types, but not to the extent of Artist Bl, who  alone employs  the
especially distinctive and not common  type  of  hat,  resembling a  leafy plant, but
which was doubtless  composed  of  dagged  cloth."s And  certain  small details of
draughtsmanship distinguish the three bands. For instance, they each  depict the
bascinet in g1 slightly different form.“ ' '

.  A  division 6f hands is especially problematic in the eighth gathering,  this
apparently being prompted  by the appearance 'of Artist 32 and the resulting
indecision as to how to  apportion  the remaining work. Artist B2, as well as being
a  close  follower of B1, shares stylistic  features  in common with A'rtists  C  and D,
thus  intensifying the difficulty in separating the hands. Although the miniatures
on f. 60/ 61v indicate  many similarities with the work of Artist C, it would appear
that the division of hands is as indicated in the diagram below:  Artist  B2 can be
assigned three miniatures in the gathering (ff.58 and 60/ 60v), while Artist  D  was
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apparently responsible for a single miniature  (f.62)"" (see diagram).

Diagram  of  Gathering Eight

Folios and Artists where a miniature occurs

57 57 58 58 59 59 (1228'???) 61l6l (613262  63-63. 64 64w w w v v

Leaves

It can therefore be conjectured that when the manuscript lay in  loose
gatherings awaiting illumination  the following division of labour occurred.
Artist  A took  over the first quire but illuminated only ff.  1 -IV. Artist Bl, following
a  similar practice to  that  of A, illuminated only the  opening miniature (f.10) of
the second gathering, went on to  execute  the whole of the  third  quire, but then
departed. Artist C completed the illumination of the  second  gathering, left by B1,
and was responsible for the  sixth, seventeenth and eighteenth in their entirety.
The least proficient hand of the group (Artist D) was allotted the fourth, fifth and
seventh gatherings and, like B2, intervened in the  eighth  quire which  might  be
viewed as being transitional in establishing the succeeding pattern of work.
Although  the intervention  here  of Artist B2 may have initially prompted the
decision to work in collaboration, from gathering nine onwards Artist D departs
anjlkBZ andZCawork in independent gatherings, with the majority of work' allotted
to  rtist B  ."

A  further hand (Artist E), who is  cleafly not part of  this group, as defined by
Artists  A  to D, appears to have taken up the unfinished  work, starting with the
uncompleted  first  gathering, but not progressing further (fig. 7).”

In order to determine  a  date and origin for the illumination in the chronicle it
is necessary to  define this  broadly homogeneous  style  more  specifically.

Although  there is little  scope  for defining Artist A’s style (there is one
miniature by this  hand  on each of the recto and verso of the opening leaf), it is
possible to establish that it is a basically linear style with  some  painterly
tendencies, the latter evident in the rendering of the water and the subtle
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modelling of the faces (fig. 1). His more linear tendencies are emphasised on the
verso of the folio, where a  melée  of soldiers fighting on horseback are depicted in
what is  almost  a  grisaille  technique, colour being reserved for details  such  as the
heraldic banners. Even on the  recto, however, where  a  wider range of  pigments
are employed, the  palette  is essentially ‘low-key’.

Artist E (fig. 7), a seemingly untrained hand, who completed the painting of
the opening gathering, could not advance beyond  mere  stereotypes for the faces
and  figures:  he has used a chalky white base for the  flesh, and the features are
delineated crudely and repetitively, with black  dots  for the irises and red blush
marks for the  cheeks; the bodies are  flatly rendered and ill-proportioned.  This
unrealistic rgndering extends to his compositions which are markedly flat in
execution, his use of architectural structures creating no sense of depth. His
palette  is fairly basic and dull in tone and  there  is no  attempt  to model the forms.

The work of Artist  B  l  ,  evident, as noted, from f. 10  recto  (fig. 3) in the second
quire, and that of Artist B2 (fig. 4), whose first miniature occurs on £58 in the
eighth gathering, stand in marked contrast.  Their  palette is bright and
characteristically dominated by vivid green, blue and crimson pigments.  There  is
an abundant use of gold for head-dresses, trimmings to garments, and other
decorative features.  Their  technique, like that of Artist A, is basically linear, with
colour  applied  evenly; there is little, or no, modelling, except  of  a  very subtle type
for the faces, as  employed  by Artist Bl, Artist BZ tending to rely more on the use
of skilful calligraphic marks to delineate the facial  features. Although  the heads
are clearly individualised within a single miniature, for reasons of  economy B2,
who was responsible for most of the illumination, resorts overall to  stereotypes.
The  figures  and draperies are realistically rendered:  the  figures  are  well-
proportioned, elegant and mobile and the folds in the garments are indicated by
competent strokes of the pen.  A  particularly characteristic feature of their work is
the detailed attention which they lavish on depicting contemporary male
costume; especially conspicuous are; the elaborate head-dresses (one of which was
mentioned earlier)" Except for certain  hats, the female dress  seems  less  up-to-
date; or  rather  Artist B2, who executed most of the miniatures including women,
appears  to have deliberately chosen  to underplay it. However, the iconography
offers comparatively few opportunities for elaborate female attire, except in regal
scenes, and then  more  conventional  dress  is adopted. The effectiveness of the
compositions lies in the strong narrative  figure  groupings, rather than in
background devices, such as architecture and landscape. The backgrounds
mostly consist of various diaper  patterns, flcur-de-lis motifs and hatching in gold
and white. _

As noted, the  same  basic style is employed by Artists C and D (figs. 5, 6), the
specific differences haw'ng been  outlined  in the division of hands above.

The respective artists now identified and their styles defined the question
arises as to with which Parisian atelier these artists might be associated and at
what  date.  Anne Hedeman, who has worked in detail on chronicle manuscripts in
this period, sees the four related hands I have described as arising from the
workshop of the so-called Virgil Master." It is to the Virgil Master himself, active
in the  late  fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries,“z that  Hedeman  attributes the
miniatures on £1 and IV of the chronicle.” Comparison  of the miniature on f.1
recto  with a comparatively early work by the Virgil Master, now in the British
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Library (Harley Ms. 1319), a chronicle illustrating Richard II’s campaign in
Ireland (given by Jean de Montaigu to John, Duke  of Berry ab'out 1403),
confirms this attribution.“ For instance, the face of the dying St. Louis in Royal
20 C vii (fig. 1) compares closely with the head type of the  men, with their rather
angular-tipped noses, who are advancing from the left in the Harley Chronicle
(fig. 2); while the closely related facial  type  of the king attending St. Louis
compares well with the depiction of Richard II standing facing the approaching
men. Also highly characteristic, and especially apparent in forward-facing
figures, is the way in which the eyebrow extends into the line of the pointed  nose,
and the black, beady iris which is occasionally pushed  right into the comer of the
eye. The soldiers, with their characteristic bascinets and linear faces, with  dots  for
eyes, are identical, as is the type of initial and foliage extension employed beneath
each miniature. Comparison of the Royal 20 C vii miniature with the remaining
illustrations in Harley 1319  reveals  a  number  of other distinct similarities which
point to the common identity of the artist, such as the range of  pigments  and the
rather watery modelling of the draperies, as well as specific details of
draughtsmanship, such as the horses, tents  and sailing boats.

A  date in the first decade of the fifteenth century can therefore be forwarded
with some assurance for the manuscript later owned by Richard  III.  Artist B1
and  82’s  interest in depicting contemporary male fashions, comparable to  those
found in manuscripts which were produced around the beginning of the second
decade, such as  those  executed by the Lucon  workshop, might suggest a date
nearer to  1410;” although it has to be remembered that dating on the basis of
fashion is not infallible. Furthermore, somewhat contrary to the costume
evidence,'is an observation worth noting that the Virgil Master in Royal 20  C  vii
employs  architecture which is more linear and less subtly modelled than that in
the Harley Chronicle of  1403, perhaps suggesting that it represents  a  slightly
earlier version of his style.“ Owing to the close homogeneity of their style Artists
A to  D  were clearly contemporary, so  there  is little possibility that any
illumination of Royal 20  C  vii was done before the year 1400. F urthermorc, the
codicological evidence, while supporting the coexistence of  these  artists, indicates
without  question  that Artist E was working at  a  later  date than  the other
illuminators. He was amateurish in the  extreme  but he had an historical and
heraldic knowledge of the earlier period; he was definitely not working on this
manuscript at the earlier date when the ancient French arms  were  still common
usage. Until  a  more systematic investigation of the Virgil  Master  and workshop
has been undertaken, a  task  which is beyond the  bounds  of  this  study, it would be
wiser to settle for a  date  of  between  circa  1400 and  1410  for the illumination of
Royal 20 C vii.“7 -

Royal  20  C vii: Division  of  Hands

Gathering Folios Artist
1 (1-8v) l-lv A

2-8v E
2 (9-16v) 10  - , Bl

10v-16v C
3 l7-24v Bl
4 25-32v D
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Gathering . Folios Artist
5 D33-40v
6 41-48v C
7 49-56v D

58 B2
8 (57-64v) ' 60-60v DZ

62 D
9 65-7lv 32
10 72-79v 32
11-16 80-130 unfinished
17 131-138v C
18 139-146v C
19-22 147-178 _ unfinished
23 179-186v BZ
24 l87-194v BZ
25 195-202v 32
26 203-210v B2
27 211-216v -  BZ
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abridged  texts  are the  same  and  must  go  back  to one original.

Spiegel  (see  n. I), pp. 123-4 and n.276; Farley (see  n.1),  pp.76-108; G.  Thompson,  ‘Monseigneur Saint  Denis',  his

Abbey,  and his  Town, under  the English  Occupation,  1420-1436, in  Power.  Culture  and  Religion  in  France.

c.1350-c.1550.  ed. C. T.  Allmand,  Woodbridge  I989,  pp.15-35,  pp.l5,  20-]; Antonia Gransden,  I-IB'mrical
Writing in  England  ii.  0.1307  to the  Early Sixteenth Century,  London  1982, pp.l90-l  .  For the fifteenth-century

continuations  of the  Grandes Chroniques,  see also D.  Hay,  History and Historians in  France  and England

during the Fifteenth Century,  Bulletin  oflhe  Institute  of HLctarical Research,  vol.  35 (1962),  pp.l 16-7.
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27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

Spiegel  (see n.l), pp.l24-S.

Spiegel (see  n.l),  pp.125-6,  IZ9;  Farley (see n.l),  pp.lo7,  395.

See Farley (see  n.l),  pp.395—8, and pp.187-202 for Gaguin. Louis Xl largely rejected the  role  of the monks of
Saint-Denis as  royal  historiographers and he was singularly unlucky in his  appointees,  none of whom left  works
that either  survive  or are now readily identifiable.  For  these men see  Farley (see n. 1): Jean Caste],  monk  of Cluny
(died I482), pp.l43-68;  Mathieu  Levrien, monk of Saint-Denis, and Guillaume Danicot,  pp.l70-86.

See G. F. Warner and J. P. Gilson, Catalogue  of Western Manuscripts  in  the Old  Royal  and  King's Collections.  4
vols.,  London  1921,  vol.  2, pp.372—4; L.  Delisle,  Notes sur  quelques  manuscrits du  musée  brilannique,  Mémoires
de la  Saciété  de  I ’Hislaire  de  Paris  et de  I  'Ile  de  France,  vol.  4 (1877),  p.212;  Avril  er 0!.  (see  n.21),  1:13.24, 50 and
280; ills.  on  pp.42,  44, 45, 52, 55,  268.  The contents of the ms.  correspond  to  vols.  5  and  6  of the edition by P.
Paris (see  11. l), and a  better  edition of the  section covering the reigns of  John  I] and Charles  V  may be found in
Delachanel (see 11. I9).

See above and notes  23-5.

The one is BN.  Ms.fr.2813.  Charles V’s  personal  copy (see above and note 25)l the  other  is BN.  Ms.fr.6465,  the
most  magnificent extant  copy of the  chronicles. A  study of this ms. including all its miniatures in colour and a
description  and  extracts  of its  contents  is Avril el a]. (see  n.2l).  It was written in two stages,  c.1410-30  and after
c.  1450,  and the miniatures  were  executed by Jean Fouquet.  The text is the usual one, but its illustration contains
some rare  features: an  impressive series of  pictures  of the  Emperor’s  visit and two  remarkable scenes from  the
life  of Bertrand du Guesclin, Constable of France in  Charles  V's time and  symbol  of the  successful war against
the English. The nature and date of the illustration  suggest that the book was  made  for  Charles  VII, Ie roi  trés
victorieux,  whose expulsion  of the English  linked  him to Charles  V  and du  Guesclin.  It has been suggested that
the three  series of  illustrations  of the visit link these two royal  mss.  to  Richard  of  Gloucester's  and that  Fouquet
may have found inspiration in the  earlier productions.  The lack of any great similarity between  the  scenes
actually depicted, however, make  such  a link  unnecessary.  All an artist of  Fouquet's skill  needed to do was to
read the  text  well and follow it  closely.

The ms. owned by Humphrey of  Gloucester contains  an intermediate  text  between the  work  actually written at
Saint-Denis  and the reduction  supervised  by Charles  V. It is now BL. Ms. Royal [6  6  vi. 1! was  made'in France
c. 1350,  covers  the history of France up to [270 and is richly illustrated (418  miniatures).  It contains a translation
of all the texts in the great Latin compendium  (BN.Ms.  lalin 5295, see  above) and, at its  end.  the  French version
of the  Life  of Louis  IX by Guillaume dc Nangis. In  most other,  and  later,  mss.  this life is differently arranged and
more ‘official’.  The  contents  list of Royal 16  G  vi  shows that a second volume down to the reign of  Charles  V was
planned  at  some  stage, but  this  was apparently never  executed.  It has been argued that both  this  ms. and the
Latin  compendium have  annotations by Pierre d'Orgemom and that the annotator had both  mss.  to hand, and
checked  the  French  text against the original  Latin.  The long marginal additions in  such  a  lavish  and probably
royal ms. point to someone important and influential, either  d’Orgemont  himselfor  an  associate.  For  this  ms.
see Warner and  Gilson  (see  n.30),  pp.209-12; Delisle, Notes  (see  n.30), pp.l9l-2l2,  who  discusses it in detail;
Spiegel (see  n.l), pp.1  17-9; Farley (see  n.l). pp.276-9, 280-2; the ms. was  used  by Viard (see  n.l) in his edition
and all the margins] notes ofthe ms. are  given  in his  footnotes, as  well  as the complete text of the  Life  of Louis  IX.
in his  vol.  10, pp.2-188.

Early in the 15th century the  book  found its way to England for at the end of the text is written:  Cesl  Il'vre est  A
may Immfrey dm: de  glauceslre  du don Ie:  exseculeurs  la  seigneur  de  Faunhope.  The  seigneur  de  Faunhape  is
probably Sir  John Chandos  of Snodhill, Fownhope, etc., a  member  of the Herefordshire branch of the  Chandos
family, who  died childless I 6 Dec. I428, DNB.  vol.  10, p.44, and  Complete  Peerage,  vol.  3, pp. 149-50.  There  is no
known  connection between  him and the famous Sir  John Chandos  and nothing else  is known about his
ownership of the ms.

0n folio  3  of the ms. in the top left hand  comer  there is  a  small  figure beating a shield with  a  coat of arms,
France  ‘ancient' within a  border gules. These were  the arms of the  Duke  of Normandy, the  title  born by John  11
before he came to the throne H1 1350, but  also  those of Louis 1, Duke of Anjou (1339-84), from 1350 to  1382.
Since the red  border  is wide and  easily seen it is  more  likely that  these were  the  arms  of the future King, John  I],
as other royal dukos  tended  ‘0 have  hair  differencing depimed in a markedly ‘discrete‘ manner, so: C. de
Méri  ndol, Le Raf  René  e! [a  seconde maison  d  'Anjau.  Embléman‘que  An  Hiswire.  Paris  I987, pp.25, n.1, 26 and
pls.6,8.
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34.

35.

36.  '

37.

It  must  be said, however,  that  the  later  ms. was  conceived  on the  same lavish scale, and that the  mss.  an  very
close  in  size:  15% x 11% inch and15‘ln x H‘la  inch.
The  royal  anns of  France  had  variations  in the number of  fleur  de lys long before  the reign of  Charles V  and
various forms co-existed since  the beginning of the reign of  Louis  IX, but  from  1365-75 three appears to  have
become  the more  usual number.  Dating with certainly on the  basis  ofthe use of  France  ‘ancient’ (azure, semé  of
fleursde-lis,  or) of France ‘modern’ is  impossible, see M.  Prinet, Les variations du nombm des  fleurs  de lys  dans
les  armes  de France,  Bulletin  Monumental,  vol.  75 (I91 I), pp.469-88.
Folio  1:  there  is no doubt that the crowned figure  dressed  in  France  ancient with a label of three points gules
kneeling beside  the  dead  king is  Charles  of Anjou, king of  Sicily (died  1309).  The text of the  chronicle describes
in detail the arrival of  Charles.  He  has‘ens  to his  brother's  side  but  finds  him already dead, he weeps, etc., edn.  P.
Paris  (see n. 1), vol.  5, pp.  1-3.  It is  impossible that  the kneeling king is the future  Philip III as  Warner  and Gilson
(see n.30),  p.373,  say in their  description  of this miniature. Folio 2: the  crowned  knight fighting on  horseback  is
clearly Charles of Anjou, too (ibid.). In  most  other miniatures containing heraldry some  coats are given
correctly, some  suggest an attempt at correctness, many have arbitrary, vaguely heraldic geometrical  figures.
Towards  the end of the ms. the Anjou  arms reappear  relatively prominently, this time Anjou  ‘modem’, that is
France  ancient within a border, gules.  They are on the Duke’s banner as he  rides  into Montpellier (£213) and on
a  cloth  hanging over  the front ofa balcony or  scaffold  on which the Duke is standing (£21  3b).  The old  House  of
Anjou, kings of Naples and  Sicily, bore  France ancient differenoed by a  red label of three points, until  1309.  the
second House bore  France  ancient with  a  red  border from  its  creation  in  I350  to 1382 when its head  became  heir
to the kingdom of Naples and  Duke  of Calabria and impaled his anns with  those  of the old  House. (This
alteration has been  used e.g.  to date the  famous tapestries  of the Apocalypse at Angers to  before  1382.) It has to
be  assumed  on  stylistic  grounds that the painter who worked on the  last  gathering of  Richard's  ms.,  in which the
Anjou  arms  appear, worked  after  1400.  He therefore did not depict. the anus as he knew  them  but  made  them
with  conscious  historical  accuracy.  Most illuminators of  Grandes  Chroniques  mss.  display no great interest in
heraldry other  than the  ever-present royal  arms, and  such accuracy may argue in favour of Anjou  patronage.
There  are 12 ms.  volumes  or  complete  texts of the  Grandes Chroniques  in England a! present (only known 15th-
century owners  are given  here):
London, BL.Mss.

Add.15269, early 1511: c., complete  (Le.  up to 1380), illustrated with  small  miniatures at me beginning of  most
reigns;  Delisle, Notes (see  n.30),  p.213.

Add.15303, late  15th  c., covers  history of France up to 1356, in two distinct  parts,  not illustrated;  Delisle, Notes,
pp.2l  5-6.
Add.21143, temp.  Charles VI, complete, illustrated; P.  Paris  (see  n.l), vol.  6, p.484; Delisle, Notes, p.2l2.

Add.38128, late  l3th c., up to death of Philip Augustus,  the  earliest  Grandes Chroniques  ms. in the BL.
Cotton Nero E ii, late mm c., up to beginning of the reign of  Charles  V], in 2  vols.,  lavishly illustrated,  arms  of
France on L2, belonged to Philip the Bold,  Duke  of Burgundy;  Delisle.  Notes, pp.213-4; Avril et al. (see  n.21),
p.280  and  ill.  on p.262; Muriel 1. Hughes, The Library of Philip the Bold and Margaret of  Flanders, first Valois
duke  and  duchess  of Burgmdy,  Journal aedieva!  History,  vol. 4  (1978), pp.148, 184.
Royal K  G  vi, the ms. owned by Humphrey, Duke of  Gloucester, page  size ISV:  x 11% inch, 443 “I, described
above  and in note 33.  above.
Royal 20 C vii, the ms. under discussion, page  size  15% x 11%  inch,  216 ff.
Royal 20 E i-vi, l487(?),  Grandes Chroniques  with continuations up to 1461 in  6 very large  volumes  (page  size
21% x 14% inch);  probably commissioned  by Sir  Thomas  Thwayws as a gift for  Henry VII, illumination
unfinished; Warner and  Gilson  (see  n30), vol.  2.  pp.387-8; Delislc, Notes, pp.2l4-5.
Sloane 2433;  early lSlh  c.,  complete,  grisaille illumination; Delisle,  Notes, p.213.
London, Guildhall Library Mflniment Room M5144, made 1395-1405, complete to  I380,  illuminated,  used  and
annotated by Robert Fabian  (sac belqw);  N. R.  Ker,  Medieval Manuscripts  in  British  Libraries,  3  vols.,  Oxford
1969-83,  vol.  1,  pp.69-70;  Pamela Wynn  Reeves,  The Guildhall  Chronicles  of the Kings of  F  ranoe,  Guildhall
Miscellany,  no. 2,  Feb.  I  953  [vol.  1], pp.2-15;  J. Delpit,  Collection générale  des  documenlsfrangais  qui se  Irouvent
en  Anglelerre.  vol.  1.,  Paris  1847,  pp.ocvi-ocvii; Levy (see  n58),  p.183.
Manchster, John Rylands Library Ms.Fr.62. mid-15th century, ending at 1380. illustrated with one-column
miniatures at the beginning of  each  reign;  Ker,  vol.  3,  pp.437-8;  not listed in  Avril  et al.
Oxford, Bodleian Library MsDouce 217 (2179]), first half of 15th  century,  complete,  illuminated; F. Madam,  A
Summary Catalogue  .  . .,  vol.  4, Oxford 1897,  pp.560-l.
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38.

39.

40.

4].

42.

43.

47.

48.

49.

SO.

51.

52.

A  Ins. sold  at Sotheby's 8  Dec.  1981, lot 94; made at Paris c.  1370-80, up to 1226, illuminated,  probably made for

John,  Duke  of  Berry 0340-1416), according to the  Sotheby catalogue  because  his  arms  and badges are on £1

(but  these  look  as if they could  have  been added later) later  owned by Sir Thomas  Wriothesley, Garter King of

Arms, and  Leverich  Foster, Under Clerk  of the Mercers Company; La  Iibrain‘e  de  Charles  V( see  n.20), no. [96;

the  last mentioned  in the list of  ms.  in Avril at  a!.:  Grande Brelagne,  Collection paniculiére.

A ms.  sold  at Sotheby’s  3  July 1984, lot 47; made at Paris c.1320-30, up to 1180, 61h  oldest  surviving Grandes

Chroniques  ms.  according to the  Sotheby catalogue; not mentioned in  Avril  et al.

A ms.  sold  at Sotheby’s 20 June 1989, lot 46, Paris  1390-1410 for ‘a great  aristocratic library’ (Sotheby cat), up to

1382.  in 2  vols., sparsely illuminated; not mentioned in  Avril  er 0!.

It does not seem to be in the  inventories  made in 141 I,  1413  and 1424, but the possibility that  it did belong to the

royal  library cannot be ruled out (L. Douet  d’Arcq, lnvenmire  de la  biblialhéque  du Roi  Charles V fail  an  Louvre

en  I423  par  ordre  du  Regent,  Due de  Redford,  Paris  1867; L.  Delisle, Histaire générale  de  Paris.  Le  Cabinet  dex

Manuscrits  de la  Bibliolhéque  nationale,  3 vols., Paris l868—81; the same, Recherche:  (see  n.20), pp.131-7.

Books  that reappear in the  I467  inventory of the Burgundian  library may have been obtained by inheritance or

by later purchase  or gift, for  instance  from  John  of  Redford, Regent of  France, himself, whose marriage to the

sister  of Philip the  Good helped  the Anglo-Burgundian alliance to  survive.

Delisle, Recherches  (see  n.20), p.136.

E.g.  to his brother  Humphrey of  Gloucester  in  I427, a  Livy, now  back  at Paris, Bibliothé que de Ste  Généviéve

Ms.fr.77. inscribed  Cesl  livrefut  an we ye d2:  parties  de  France  at  donne par  momeigneur  le  regent  de  rayaume  duc

de  Bedfirda nmmeigneur  Ie duc de  Gloucester  so»  beau/rare  Ian mil  qualre  tens  wing! sepl,  A. Sammut,  Unfreda

Duca  di  Gloucester  2i Umam‘sti  Imliam‘,  Medioevo  e  Umanesimo  4l, Padua 1980, p. 122, and references given

there.  Humphrey owned at  least  one  other  ms.  that came from  the  French  royal collection, Ie  Songe  du  Verger,

now BL Ms. Royal 19 C iv; in another ms. he  states  he was given it by his  cousin  [9 coma de  warewic  (BN

ms.fr.12421).

M. 1.  Barber, The  Books  and Patronage of Learning of a Fifteenth-Century Prince, The  Bank  Collector,  vol.  12

(1963), pp.308-15, p.31  I. .

Jenny Slratford,  The  Minuscripts  of John, Duke of  Bedford:  Library and Chapel, in  England  in the  Fifteenth

Century.  Proceedings aflhe I986 Harlaxtan  Symposium.  Woodbridge  I987, pp.332, 339, ‘the grate librarie that

cam  owle  of  France,  of which: my saide lord, the  Cardinal. had the  substance‘. Where  the  books  went after

Beaufort’s death and  whether they {went anywhere en  bloc  is not known, ex infi Dr. G. L.  Harriss.

.  See note 33, above.

45.

. John bought at  least  one originally French  royal book at London, La  librain‘e  (see  n.20), p.46; Delisle,
See note 37, above,  the ms.  sold  at  Sotheby's 8 Dec. I98].

Recherche:  (see  n.20), vol.  1, pp.98-IOO, 140, 157-8.  E.g.  Philip of Laon, squire  of  Philip the Good, acquired :1

ms.  from France  that had belonged to Humphrey of  Gloucester.

E.g.  the  poetical works  of Christine de Pisan now British  Library. Ms.Harl.443l.  At one time it belonged to

Louis de  Gruuthuse  and like so many of his  books  it  could have  returned to the  French  royal  collection.  A  dozen

or so  items from  the library of  Charles V  appear to Have come to  Gruuthuse  via  England. Delisle, Recherche:

(see  n.20), p.140.

This picture  is  illustrated  in C.  Beaune,  Naissance  de la  Nalion France,  Paris I985; it is now in the  Louvre.

Spiegel’s  conclusions  (see n. l), pp.127-9.  Farley (see n. l), pp.380-98, on the propaganda in the  Grandes

Chroniques.  P. S.  Lewis, War Propaganda and Historiography in Fifteenth-Century France  and England,

Transactions  of the  Royal Historical  Society,  vol.  15  (I965), pp.l-21 .  pam'm,  on the  pervasiveness  of

propaganda.

Guy Thompson (see n.26), pp.15-9, on the  decline  ofthe St.  Denis cull  because of his apparent flirtation with the

English  cause. The cult of St. Michael benefited  from  St.  Denis' loss  in the mid to  late lSth century.  The English

Duke of Bedford  made much  of St.  Denis  in his propaganda for the dual monarchy. On St. Michael see

especially Beaune  (see n. 48), pp. 188-206.

Kathleen  Daly, Mixing Business with  Leisure. some French  Royal  Notaries  and  Secretaries  and  their Histories

of  France, c. l459-l509, in  Power.  Culture  and  Religion  (see 11. 26),p p.p 99-1 15, on the propaganda and historical

writing of  French civil servants.  See also P. S. Lewis, Jean  Juvenal  (see  n.54).

P. S. Lewis, Two Pieces of Fifteenth-Century Political  Iconoyaphy: b) The English kill their  kings, Journal  of

the  Warburg and  Caurlauld Institutes,  vol.  27  ( I964), pp.3l9-20, citing the examples of Jean Juvenal des  Ursins,

de Rochefort in 1484, and N05] de  Fribois, from whom he  quotes  the relevant  passage  of how these regicides
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53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

65.

66.

67.
.  (W. H. Overall, ed.], Analytical Index  .  .  .  to the  Remembrancia.  .  .  aflhe  City afLondan,  1579-1664,  London

proved  the bad  character  of the English  —  all the examples are Anglo-Saxon (but the French found ample

support  for their  theory in the deaths of William 11,  Edward  11, Richard [I and the  events  of the  Wars  of the

Roses!).  For  Fribois,  Daly (see n.5l),  p.  IOO.  For  other  anti-English arguments on  similar  lines see P. S.  Lewis,
War Propaganda (see n.49), p. l2.

Nicolle Gilles  (c.  l476—l 503) and  Jacques  le Pican (c. 1475-1505), a  couple  of logically minded notary historians

found  these  rather embarrassing: the Carolingian replacement of the Merovingians, the Capetian  seizure  of

power and the  Valois sumsion. NoEl  de  Fn'bois  had no  such problems,  Daly (see n.51),  pp.100,  108.  And see P.

S. Lewis, Later Medieval  France.  The  Polity,  London 1968,  pp.78-87.

Sir  John Fortescue,  De  Laudibus Legum Angliae,  ed. S. B.  Chrimes,  Cambridge 1942,  pp.80-9,  and his The

Governance  of England,  ed. C. Plummet,  Oxford  1885,  ppJ 13-6, 137-40,  141-2.  And see P. S. Lewis,  France  in

the Fifteenth  Century:  Society and Souvereignty, and Jean Juvenal des  Utsins  and the Common Literary

Attitude towards Tyranny in Fifteenth-Century France,  in his  collected essays, Essays  in  Lalér Medieval French

Hisldry, London 1985, pp.3-27, 169-87.

Farley (see  n.l) examines  the European  derivativas  and parallel  works  in her  ch.5,  pp.399-4l1.  A.  Grnnsden,
Propaganda in  English medieval  historiography, Journal  of Medieval  History.  vol.  I (I975).  p.375,  finds  no

English parallel for the work of the  monks  of Saint-Denis.

Farley (see  n.1), pp.406-10; Spiegel (see  n.l), p.11; A. Gransden, The  Uses  made of  History by the Kings of

Medieval England, Culture  21  idénlagl'e  dam la  genése  de  I  'élal madame,  Collection de  l’école  f rancaise de Rome,

vol.  82,  Rome 1985, pp.469-70.
Gransden, Uses  (see  n.56),  suggests that  Westminster  briefly produced  semi-official  chronicles  on  a  par with

Saint-Denis.  She  also notices  the few  ‘official' histories  made for the  English kings,  e.g.  Gem:  Henrici Quinti.

F. J. Levy, Tudor  Historical  Thought,  San Marino  I967, pp.  173-4.

Hay (see  n.26), p.115,  finds  Higden’s  Polychranican  the  nearest  English equivalent and the  Brut  ‘hardly less
influential'. The general  failure  to  consider  the  Brut  properly as the  nearest  counterpart  seems partly due to the

lack  of an  adequate  study of the  Brut.  A  complete text was edited by F. W. D.  Brie,  The Brut or  Chronicles  of

England.  EETS  OS I31, 136 (1906, 1908); his  full  introduction has  never been  translated into English,  Geschichre

und  Quellen  der  millelenglirchen  Prmchmm‘k.  The  Brute  of England ader  7112 Chronicles afEnglaml.  Marburg 1905.

The main commentaries are C. L. Kingsford,  English Historical Literature  in the  Fifteenth Century,  Oxford

1913, ch.5, where  he is mainly concerned  with the continuations  made  in the 15th century; and  especially

Gransden (see n.26), pp.'l3-6  and  ch.8.  At least 166  copies  of the  Brut  survive  (L. M. Mathesbn, The  Middle

English  Prose  Brut.  A Location  List  of the  Manuscripts  and Early Printed  Editions,  Analytical  and  Enumeralive

Bibliography,  vol. 3  (1979),  pp.253-9), compared  to about 160 of the  Grandes  Chroniques.
Gransden  (see  n.26),  p.76.

Gransden (see  n.26),  p.73.
Gransden (see  n.26),  p.73,  says early in the 14:11 century,  with another  version possibly composed  a! the end of

the 13th  century.
Medieval writers  were conscious of the need for  shorter texts  and abridgements of prolix  scum  for those with

less time  to'read,  see  e.g.  Lewis, War Propaganda  (see n.49), p.4.

. L. M. Mathasonjrinter and  Scribe: Caxton,  the  Polychmnicon,  and the  Brut, Speculum,  vol.  60 (1985),  pp.593-

614.

For Fabian and his  works  see The  Great  Chronicle,  ed. A. H.  Thomas  and l. D. Thomley, London  1938,

introduction  pp.xv-lxxvi,  and  Gransden  (see  n.26),  pp.230-2, 245-8.  For the name  ‘Great  Chronicle' (in the

singular) given to the English  work  by C. L. Kingsford, see The  Great Chronicle,  p.xv.

Fabian’s hand has been found in the Guildhall  Grandes Chroniques  and it was  returned  to the Guildhall after

his  death, The  Great  Chronicle,  pp.xxi-xxiii.  Kingsford  (see n.59),  p.105,  says  Robert  Gaguin’s  Compendium

super Francarum Gem's  was another of Fabian's sources;  this  was in its turn based on the  Grandes Chroniques,

see  Farley (see n.l), pp.l93-201.
Gransden  (see  n'.26), pp.222-7.  Her  ch.8  is devoted to the London and  Brut  chronicles.  C. L.  Kingsl'ord,  The

London Chronicles,  Oxford 1905, introduclién,  pp.v-xlviii.
Gransden (see  n.26), pp.222-7.  Levy (see  n58) points out the limitations of these  chroniclers,  pp.l67-8.

1878, pp.305-6, n.2: Thomas  Middleton, the playwright, was the  first  City Chronologer and Ben Johnson

succeeded him in  1628.  Ironically these officers never produced  anything to match the efforts of their  unofficial

predecessors.
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69.

70.

7l.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

so.
.  Hedenian (see  n.78), pp.330-3l.

82.

83.

84.
85.

86..

87.

Farley (see  n.l), pp.4l5-6.  The English royal appointment  seems to  have  been  a  sinecure.

For Parisian illumination in the  late  14th and early 15th  century see M.  Meiss’s volumes  in the  series  French

Painting in the  Time  of Jean  de  Berry:  The  Late Fourteenth Century and the  Patronage  of the  Duke,  2  vols.,

London 1967; The  Baucicaul Master,  London  1968; and The  Limbourgs  and  their  Contemporaries.  2  vols.,

London 1974.

The draughtsmanship of the unfinished  miniatures  suggasts the presence of a further hand; the unfinished

portions occur between gatherings  eleven  to sixteen and nineteen to twenty-two  inclusive. corresponding to IT.

80 to I30 and 147 to  I78.  I  shall name the five illuminalors of the  completed  material Artists  A  to E. The volume

comprises twenty-seven  gatherings, mostly of eight  leaves, with  catchwords.  For a complete list of  subjects

illustrated  and a  brief description  of the manuscript, see Warner and Gilson  (see n.30), pp.372-4.

This less proficient  hand  also  illuminated the remaining throe- and  four-line  initials in the  first  quire, including

that on 1'. IV by the other miniaturist.

This corresponds  to IT. 25-40v  and  49-56v.
There  is a greater discrepancy between Artists BI and  C  than that between BI and 32  —  hence the latter  label.
For an  illustration  of  this  hat see K.  Fowler  ed., The Age of Plantagenet  and  Valois, London 1967, fig. 93.

By comparing the minor differences in  each  artist’s  execution of the  bascinel  it was  possible  to establish that

Artist Bl  ,  rather than C, illuminated the  third  gathering, where  there is a  preponderance  of battle scenes, which

as a result  make  attribution more difficult,  since  the faces are mostly hidden and the  armour  conventional.

This  miniature,  showing soldiers  in  battle, is  especially close  to  several  in the fourth and fifth gatherings,

assigned  to Artist D. This illuminator’s  more proficient  handling of form in his miniatures containing soldiers
—  these  contrast  with the  figures  in non-battle scenes as, for instance, on IT. 26v  (second  miniature), 30v, 3l, 3 Iv

and 32  —  initially led to the  View  that a  further  hand  participated. This seems  to be denied, however, by his

miniature on f. 28 which  contains  both  types  of  figure.
My division of  hands accords  with that of Hedeman (see Anne D. Hedeman, The Illustrations of the ‘Grandes

Chroniqucs  de  France' from  1274-1422, unpublished PhD.  thesis, Johns Hopkins  University, Baltimore, 1984.

pp.330-31), except in the following details. Hedeman sees the  second  gathering as being the entire  work  of the

artist  whom  I  call  C, and  does  not distinguish between the two slightly dilTerent versions  of the  style embodied  in

my artists  Bl and 32.  Furthermore, whereas  she  places  a question  mark over  gathering eight. speculating that it

may be by the hand I call  Artist  D, I see  this quire  as being shared between  Artists 32 and D. Finally, Hedeman

counts twenty-eight gatherings  overall, but there are  twenty-seven. Possibly as a  result  of  this  miscalculation,

she assigns  quire  nineteen, which has only blank  spaces for the miniatures, to the Artist I  call  C. but fails to note

that  quire  twenty-three is illuminated (see my Division  of  Hands).
It is arguable whether this  occurred  when the  manuscript still  lay in loose gatherings, or  after  it had been bound

and presented to the  owner.  It is impossible on  stylistic  grounds to  assess at what date  this  later  work  was  done
owing to jts  extreme  naively; it is so  unprofessional  that the  style shows  no contact with main-line  illuminators

of the fifteenth  century.

See  11.75.  This specific  type  of  hat is  peculiar  to Artist 82.

It is  Florence, Bib].  Laurenziana, Ms.  Med.  Pal. 69  which  gives the Virgil  Master  his name. For a definition of

this hand and a  list  of  products  of the Virgil  workshop see M.  Meiss, The  Limbaurgs  (see n.70), vol.  1, pp.408-l2,
where  he  states: ‘As far as we can now see the  career  of the Virgil Master began in the ’nineties and  extended  into

the  second  decade of the fifteenth  century’.
Hedeman  (see  n.78),  pp.330-31, where  she notes  three related manuscripts:  Baltimore, Walters An  Gallery,
W. 139; and Paris, Bibl.  NaL, Mss.  fr. 73 and fr.  20350.

For details of  Harley Ms.  I319  see  Mciss, The  Limbourgs  (see n.  70), vol.  1, p.  409.
For instance, Holkham Hall, Collection  of the  Earl  of  Leicester, Ms. 307  (see Meiss, The  Limbaurgs  (see n.  70),

vol.  1,.p 304, vol.  2, f  gs 227, 229, 237, 238, 240, 242, 244, 246); Paris, Bibl.  del'Arsenal, Ms. 664 (see Meiss, ibid.

vol.  I, pp.336-37, vol.  2. figs.  63, 160, 161, 164, I76, 178, 182, l88, 193, I94, I99, 204, 210, 230); and  Paris, Bibl.
Nat.  Ms. fr. 1023  (see  M.  Meiss, Late Fourteenth Century (see  n.70), vol.  1, p.314, vol.  2, figs.  486, 643).

Again,  caution  must  beexercised because two  small  miniatures, as in Royal 20  C  vii, are unlikely to show the full

range of an illuminalor’s technical  skill.

That is, for both the preparation of the text and the illumination which appear to be  contemporaneous.

Furthermore, it  could  be the  same scribe  throughout the  volume.
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